ABSTRACT – Scientists rely on accurate, up-to-date descriptions of data, known as metadata, often handled in specialized databases and organized according to a database schema. Without such schema and descriptive metadata, scientific data would be lost. Yet it is among the most challenging to manage due to schema evolution brought on by rapidly advancing experimental methods, emerging technologies, and increased reliance on data analytics.

This presentation will outline a `data-centric" approach to scientific discovery where data rather than processes are the central artifacts and `scientific asset management" as a means to structure the organization and interactions with data. We then introduce a user-oriented framework for schema evolution based on an algebra of schema modification operators for simplifying the tasks needed to evolve schemas for scientific data. We extend the framework with model management operators for coupled evolution of model mappings used by database applications. Finally, we provide an analysis and experimental evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of the approach to reduce the time and effort needed to evolve schemas for scientific data.
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